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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time. 
 

[Posted: June 21, 2022—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are mixed this morning. In 

Europe, the EuroStoxx 50 index is currently up 1.3% from its prior close. In Asia, the MSCI 

Asia Apex 50 Index closed up 0.1%. Chinese markets were lower, with the Shanghai Composite 

closing down 0.3% from its prior close and the Shenzhen Composite closing down 0.5%. U.S. 

equity index futures are signaling a higher open.  
 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold: 

 

• Bi-Weekly Geopolitical Report (6/21/2022) (with associated podcast): “The 2022 Mid-

Year Geopolitical Outlook” 

• Weekly Energy Update (6/16/2022): We discuss the natural gas market, the threats made 

by the White House to the Energy sector, and the upcoming presidential visit to the 

Middle East. 

• Asset Allocation Quarterly - Q2 2022 (4/21/2022): Discussion of our asset allocation 

process, Q2 2022 portfolio changes, and our outlook for the markets 

• Asset Allocation Bi-Weekly (6/13/2022) (with associated podcast): “Homebuilders Versus 

Apartment Builders” 

• Confluence of Ideas podcast (3/25/2022): “The 2022 Outlook: Update #1” 

• Current Perspectives: “2022 Outlook: Update #1” (2/18/2022) 

 

Our Comment today opens with an update on the Russia-Ukraine war, where Russian forces 

continue their creeping seizures of territory in eastern Ukraine, and President Putin keeps trying 

to undermine Western support for Kyiv by cutting off energy exports to Europe.  We next review 

other international and U.S. developments with the potential to affect the financial markets 

today, with a particular focus on leftist political victories and labor unrest.  We wrap up with the 

latest news on the coronavirus pandemic.   

 

Note: Because COVID-19 has become more endemic and in most countries isn’t disrupting 

the economy or politics as much as it did previously, we will drop our dedicated COVID-19 

section beginning July 1.  We will continue to cover pandemic news as needed within our 

main text. 

 

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA, 

and Thomas Wash 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_6_21_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/geopolitical-podcast/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_June_16_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_June_16_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_June_16_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_June_16_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/Asset_Allocation_Quarterly_Q222.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/AAW_Jun_13_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/asset-allocation-weekly-podcast/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/confluence-of-ideas/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/2022_Outlook_Update1_Feb2022.pdf
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Russia-Ukraine:  Russian forces continue to make slow progress in seizing territory in 

Ukraine’s northeastern Donbas region, and they have reportedly been ordered to take the entire 

Luhansk administrative region by next Sunday.  They now control virtually all of Severodonetsk 

except for its Azot industrial complex.  They are also fighting hard to keep the Ukrainians from 

pushing them all the way to the Russian border north of Kharkiv.  Meanwhile, the Ukrainian 

military over the weekend appeared to step up its artillery and missile attacks in the Donbas, 

presumably using new, more advanced weapons arriving from the West.  The Russians retaliated 

with missile attacks on cities across Ukraine.  Russian authorities continue to struggle with 

consolidating control of occupied territories in the face of persistent Ukrainian partisan pressure. 

 

 
 

• Lithuania, which controls the only overland rail route linking Russia’s exclave 

Kaliningrad with mainland Russia, at the weekend, began limiting the export of iron, 

steel, and other goods covered by EU sanctions to the territory.  The Russian government 

said it would respond harshly if Lithuania does not restart deliveries to Kaliningrad. 

https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-russia-crisis-crosshairs-live-briefing/31668477.html
https://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russian-offensive-campaign-assessment-june-20
https://www.understandingwar.org/backgrounder/russian-offensive-campaign-assessment-june-20
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-pushes-to-seize-chemical-plant-in-severodonetsk-as-ukraine-detains-suspected-spies-11655806774
https://www.wsj.com/articles/russia-pushes-to-seize-chemical-plant-in-severodonetsk-as-ukraine-detains-suspected-spies-11655806774
https://www.newsweek.com/russian-ships-off-ukraines-shore-preparing-massive-missile-launch-1717454?utm_source=PushnamiMailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Noticeboard
https://www.newsweek.com/russian-ships-off-ukraines-shore-preparing-massive-missile-launch-1717454?utm_source=PushnamiMailing&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Noticeboard
https://www.ft.com/content/50631fd9-d5c6-4c97-890d-902ab36a57f1
https://www.ft.com/content/50631fd9-d5c6-4c97-890d-902ab36a57f1
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• With Russia now cutting almost half its usual natural gas deliveries to Western Europe, 

worries are growing that the Continent won’t be able to build enough inventory to get it 

through the coming winter.  As President Putin no doubt planned, the resulting surge in 

energy prices has already started to undermine Western Europeans’ support for their 

leaders and could potentially lessen their future commitment to Ukraine. 

o EU officials hope to fill their gas storage facilities to 80% capacity during the 

relatively low-demand summer months to avoid triggering a rationing system that 

would favor households over factories. 

o However, analysts believe Russia’s current deliveries will only allow for a 

buildup to 70% of capacity.  Fearing that scenario, over the weekend, Germany 

said it would restart coal-fired power plants and offer incentives for companies to 

curb natural gas consumption; Austria said it would take similar steps. 

o As evidence that Europe’s effort to wean itself off Russian energy should help 

U.S. energy providers, a U.S. natural gas exporter has now struck the first binding 

long-term deals to provide Germany with liquified natural gas.  The LNG will 

come from new export terminals in Louisiana. 

 

China:  On Friday, the navy launched its third aircraft carrier, christened Fujian.  The vessel will 

now require about two years of fitting out and sea trials before entering service around 2024. 

• Fujian will bring China a step closer to its goal of being able to project carrier air power 

in both the western Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean. 

o As a rule of thumb, an aircraft carrier can only be on station about one-third of the 

time.  It would spend another third of the time in port undergoing maintenance 

and a final third in transit and training. 

o To meet its goal of being able to project power in both oceans simultaneously and 

continuously implies China will ultimately try to build out at least six modern 

carriers, along with their battle groups.  (For comparison, the U.S. currently has 

11 carriers in service to protect its interests globally.) 

o Since China’s currently deployed carriers, Shandong and the Liaoning, are much 

less modern and capable than Fujian, they probably wouldn’t be included in the 

target of six carriers.  That implies China will likely build at least five more 

carriers in the coming years. 

• Although Fujian is somewhat smaller than the latest U.S. carriers, she marks a step-up in 

capability from Shandong and Liaoning.  Notably, Fujian sports three electromagnetic 

catapults in her bow, allowing her to launch a wider variety of aircraft and get those 

assets in the air at a much faster cadence than China’s older carriers, which rely on an un-

catapulted “ski jump” launch system. 

 

Global Left-Wing Populism:  While the military developments described above are important, 

electoral victories by left-wing populists in Europe and Latin America over the weekend could 

be just as consequential. 

• In France, a new coalition of left, far-left, and green parties known as NUPES surged to 

win enough districts in run-off legislative elections to deprive President Macron’s centrist 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/less-russian-gas-puts-europes-winter-fuel-supply-in-jeopardy-11655725207?mod=hp_lead_pos10
https://www.ft.com/content/2da439ba-87d8-4a48-80ca-b6452d48669a
https://www.wsj.com/articles/frances-macron-lost-grip-on-parliament-amid-russian-squeeze-on-energy-prices-11655755536
https://www.wsj.com/articles/frances-macron-lost-grip-on-parliament-amid-russian-squeeze-on-energy-prices-11655755536
https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-steps-up-measures-to-conserve-gas-as-russia-slows-supply-to-europe-11655642717?mod=article_inline
https://www.ft.com/content/a8b179e2-b565-42b6-bb41-90aea44536e1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-natural-gas-exporter-completes-first-deal-with-german-buyer-11655798400
https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-natural-gas-exporter-completes-first-deal-with-german-buyer-11655798400
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/military/article/3182032/china-launches-fujian-pla-navys-3rd-aircraft-carrier?utm_medium=email&utm_source=cm&utm_campaign=enlz-today_international&utm_content=20220617&tpcc=enlz-today_international&UUID=4c6366e3-f0b7-4916-867f-108f3c76009e&next_article_id=3182031&article_id_list=3182081,3182045,3182040,3182032,3182031,3182082,3181994,3181996&tc=21&CMCampaignID=dce09a670b40c32cf7efd78b7c547453
https://www.navy.mil/Resources/Fact-Files/Display-FactFiles/Article/2169795/aircraft-carriers-cvn/
https://www.navy.mil/Resources/Fact-Files/Display-FactFiles/Article/2169795/aircraft-carriers-cvn/
https://www.defensenews.com/naval/2022/06/17/china-launches-third-aircraft-carrier/?utm_source=sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=dfn-ebb
https://www.defensenews.com/naval/2022/06/17/china-launches-third-aircraft-carrier/?utm_source=sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=dfn-ebb
https://www.defensenews.com/naval/2022/06/17/china-launches-third-aircraft-carrier/?utm_source=sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=dfn-ebb
https://www.politico.eu/article/macron-to-lose-parliamentary-majority-in-stunning-upset/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=b26594f042-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_06_20_05_03&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-b26594f042-190480045
https://www.politico.eu/article/macron-to-lose-parliamentary-majority-in-stunning-upset/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=b26594f042-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_06_20_05_03&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-b26594f042-190480045
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alliance of its majority in the National Assembly.  Of the 577 seats in parliament’s lower 

house, Macron’s coalition will have 245, the NUPES alliance will have 131, the far-right 

National Rally will have 89, and the center-right Les Républicains will have 61. 

o Given the policy differences between these groups, the results could potentially 

leave Macron’s policy priorities largely paralyzed for the next five years.  A key 

casualty could be his proposed pension reform, which aims to cut costs and boost 

work incentives by raising the retirement age. 

o With NUPES now the largest opposition group, its leader, Jean-Luc Mélenchon, 

will be in a much better position to push his policy ideas.  Among his top goals, 

he wants to stop Macron’s pension reform in its tracks and roll back Macron’s 

other labor market liberalizations.  He also wants France to stop complying with 

EU regulations that he doesn’t agree with and withdraw France from NATO’s 

integrated military command. 

• Meanwhile, in traditionally conservative Colombia, former Marxist rebel and Bogotá 

mayor Gustavo Petro handily won the presidential election over right-wing populist and 

real estate tycoon Rodolfo Hernández.  As his country’s first leftist president, Petro has 

vowed to provide greater support for lower-income Colombians by hiking taxes on the 

rich, boosting spending on health and other public services, and implementing other 

wealth-redistribution policies.  Petro’s other stated priorities include strengthening 

Colombia’s environmental protection regulations (including a ban on new oil and gas 

developments) and building closer relationships with Chile, Venezuela, and other leftist-

led countries in the region. 

• We have long argued that politics today can’t be divided simplistically between left and 

right.  Each wing is now riven between elites and populists.  Right-wing populists have 

been ascendent in recent years, but one could argue that’s only because of “elite capture,” 

in which wealthy, well-educated, professional politicians have molded their rhetoric to 

the anger and anxieties of working-class conservatives, even though their true focus is on 

promoting elite interests like low taxes on capital and minimal regulation.  One could 

also argue that other elites have hijacked the concerns of many working-class liberals, 

say, by embracing identity politics. 

o The new left-wing populist victories in Europe and throughout Latin America are 

a reminder that either flavor of elite capture could leave working-class voters 

deeply disappointed and disrespected. 

o Those voters could remain susceptible to shifting their allegiance to the other 

wing so long as economic inequality and lack of opportunity are unaddressed. 

 

Global Labor Unrest:  Along with the resurgence in left-wing populist political movements, we 

are also seeing a resurgence in labor unrest. 

• In the U.K., some 40,000 workers at 13 separate railroad companies have gone out on 

strike after failing to secure a new contract granting higher wages, better working 

conditions, and protection from layoffs.  The strikers plan to shut down the nation’s 

railways today, Thursday, and Saturday, while workers at London’s subway system plan 

https://www.politico.eu/article/macron-to-lose-parliamentary-majority-in-stunning-upset/?utm_source=POLITICO.EU&utm_campaign=b26594f042-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_06_20_05_03&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_10959edeb5-b26594f042-190480045
https://www.ft.com/content/7185872a-1ce5-4acf-a7a6-e1229f3fdae8
https://www.ft.com/content/7185872a-1ce5-4acf-a7a6-e1229f3fdae8
https://www.wsj.com/articles/macrons-parliamentary-majority-at-risk-in-final-round-of-french-elections-11655631002?mod=article_inline
https://www.ft.com/content/da289aa2-cce9-488e-a575-6623119306e6
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2022/06/19/colombia-election-petro-rodolfo/?utm_campaign=wp_todays_worldview&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&wpisrc=nl_todayworld&carta-url=https%3A%2F%2Fs2.washingtonpost.com%2Fcar-ln-tr%2F3725a58%2F62aff21fcfe8a21601b54299%2F5d112aacae7e8a08a513cde9%2F30%2F63%2F62aff21fcfe8a21601b54299&wp_cu=30f845f004b1cc2bcd0366ec00f257b1%7C8C182F7F740B3B4DE0530100007FF473
https://www.wsj.com/articles/former-guerrilla-turned-senator-wins-colombia-presidential-race-11655678997?mod=hp_listb_pos4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/former-guerrilla-turned-senator-wins-colombia-presidential-race-11655678997?mod=hp_listb_pos4
https://www.ft.com/content/3ba13b8f-3001-4b77-a43a-78477518aa64
https://www.ft.com/content/3ba13b8f-3001-4b77-a43a-78477518aa64
https://www.ft.com/content/3ba13b8f-3001-4b77-a43a-78477518aa64
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to strike today as well.  The action, which will be Britain’s biggest rail strike in a 

generation, could continue indefinitely and may spread to other industries. 

• In Canada, signal and communications workers at Canadian National Railway (CNI, 

$108.11) on Saturday went on strike after they rejected a company offer to raise wages by 

10% and improve other benefits in a new three-year contract. 

• In the U.S., workers at an Apple (AAPL, $131.56) retail store in Baltimore became the 

company’s first to vote to unionize.  Just as important, there is a risk that West Coast 

longshoremen will strike when their contract expires next month. 

 

Global Cryptocurrency Market:  In South Korea, prosecutors have banned Terraform Labs 

employees from leaving the country amid an investigation into the company and its co-founders 

following the late-May collapse of its TerraUSD stablecoin. 

• The criminal investigation in South Korea is just one of many legal actions launched in 

response to the TerraUSD debacle. 

• The collapse has helped drive down the value of other digital assets.  Over the weekend, 

Bitcoin (BTC-USD, $21,035.50) fell as low as $17,744.90 before recovering modestly. 

 

Israel:  Prime Minister Bennett, whose fragile coalition has recently started to splinter, said he 

would dissolve parliament and call for new elections.  Polls show Former Prime Minister 

Netanyahu’s Likud party is currently the most popular, but not so popular that it could win an 

outright majority in parliament when the elections are held sometime in the coming months. 

 

U.S. Monetary Policy:  Over the weekend, two Federal Reserve officials signaled the central 

bank would continue to hike interest rates aggressively at its next policy meeting in July.  After 

the Fed’s big 75-basis-point hike in the benchmark fed funds rate last week, board member 

Christopher Waller said he would support a similar-sized move in July so long as economic data 

continues to show strong growth and high inflation.  Separately, St. Louis FRB President Bullard 

said the Fed has to meet investors’ expectations for continued big rate hikes.  Cleveland FRB 

President Mester said it would take a couple of years to return consumer price inflation to the 

Fed’s target of 2%. 

 

U.S. Fiscal Policy:  President Biden said he hopes to decide by the end of this week whether to 

ask Congress to suspend the federal gasoline tax temporarily to help bring down the cost of fuel.  

The federal tax of 18.4 cents per gallon amounts to 3.7% of today’s average retail price of $4.98 

per gallon. 

 

U.S. Economy:  Economists surveyed by the Wall Street Journal have dramatically raised their 

estimate of the probability of recession, now putting it at 44% in the next 12 months.  A 

recession likelihood at that level usually is seen only on the brink of or during actual recessions.  

The increased probability reflects pressures ranging from the Fed’s ongoing rate hikes to high 

energy prices, the economic slowdown in China, and the war in Ukraine. 

 

COVID-19:  Official data show confirmed cases have risen to  539,783,312 worldwide, with 

6,320,517 deaths.  The countries currently reporting the highest rates of new infections include 

the U.S., Taiwan, Germany, and Brazil.  (For an interactive chart that allows you to compare 

https://www.ft.com/content/e3218bab-9102-4945-ab0d-8899e3e2bca9
https://www.ft.com/content/e3218bab-9102-4945-ab0d-8899e3e2bca9
https://www.wsj.com/articles/canadian-national-railway-says-shipments-uninterrupted-after-union-walkout-11655733946
https://www.wsj.com/articles/apple-employees-at-retail-store-vote-to-unionize-11655599634?mod=Searchresults_pos9&page=1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/apple-employees-at-retail-store-vote-to-unionize-11655599634?mod=Searchresults_pos9&page=1
https://www.ft.com/content/19c27ae1-ae72-4668-b3a9-162adc27dffc
https://www.ft.com/content/19c27ae1-ae72-4668-b3a9-162adc27dffc
https://www.wsj.com/articles/israel-headed-for-new-elections-as-coalition-moves-to-dissolve-parliament-11655741947?mod=hp_lead_pos11
https://www.wsj.com/articles/feds-bullard-says-he-expects-economic-expansion-to-continue-this-year-11655743500
https://www.wsj.com/articles/feds-bullard-says-he-expects-economic-expansion-to-continue-this-year-11655743500
https://www.ft.com/content/17eac72f-bd54-490a-9a4d-845952d9d666
https://www.ft.com/content/17eac72f-bd54-490a-9a4d-845952d9d666
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-says-he-is-near-decision-on-backing-federal-gasoline-tax-holiday-11655749936?mod=hp_lead_pos4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-says-he-is-near-decision-on-backing-federal-gasoline-tax-holiday-11655749936?mod=hp_lead_pos4
https://www.wsj.com/articles/recession-probability-soars-as-inflation-worsens-11655631002
https://www.wsj.com/articles/recession-probability-soars-as-inflation-worsens-11655631002
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2022/06/21/world/covid-19-mandates-vaccine-cases
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
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cases and deaths among countries, scaled by population, click here.)  In the U.S., confirmed 

cases have risen to 86,297,195, with 1,013,493 deaths.  In data on the U.S. vaccination program, 

the number of people considered fully vaccinated now totals 221,924,152, equal to 66.8% of the 

total population. 

 

Virology 

• In the U.S., the latest wave of infections appears to be topping out, but hospitalizations 

are still accelerating with their usual lag.  The seven-day average of newly reported cases 

stands at 96,417, down 3% from two weeks ago.  The seven-day average of people 

hospitalized with confirmed or suspected COVID-19 came in at 30,076 yesterday, up 3% 

from two weeks earlier.  New COVID-19 deaths are now averaging 311 per day, up 17% 

from two weeks earlier. 

• China remains the key outlier in terms of global pandemic responses with its draconian 

“zero-COVID” policies.  Over the weekend, hundreds of guests at a casino in Macau 

were put under lockdown after a mass testing program revealed numerous infections. 

 

Economic and Financial Market Impacts 

• Several Southeast Asia economies are bouncing back as strict pandemic entry controls 

are removed and a resurgence of tourism fills hotels.  The bounce back, which is 

expected to last through the end of the year, is most noticeable in Vietnam, Malaysia, 

Indonesia, and the Philippines. 

• In contrast, a new survey by the European Union Chamber of Commerce in China found 

that its members’ top business concern is the government’s strict pandemic-control 

policies.  For the second straight year, that concern topped issues like China’s rising labor 

costs, slowing economic growth, and tensions with the U.S. 

o Approximately 69% of respondents said the government’s “zero-COVID” 

policies are the biggest challenge for businesses in China right now. 

o About 23% of respondents said they are considering shifting current or planned 

investments out of China. 

 

U.S. Economic Releases  

 

Economic activity in the U.S. stagnated in May, according to the Federal Reserve Bank of 

Chicago.  Last month, the Chicago Fed National Activity Index came in at +0.01, well below the 

consensus estimate of +0.47 and the previous month’s revised reading of +0.40.  The decline 

may be connected to the reemergence of supply chain issues. The latest ISM report warned that 

disruptions overseas were “creating a near-term headwind for factory output growth.”  This 

report may explain why the production-related indicators within the Chicago Fed National 

Activity Index dropped.  Last month, production-related indicators fell from +0.29 to -0.01. 

However, most of the components remained in positive territory.  Out of the 85 indicators, 47 

made positive contributions to the index.  

https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-chart/?areas=usa&areas=gbr&cumulative=0&logScale=1&perMillion=0&values=deaths
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/covid-cases.html?name=styln-coronavirus&region=TOP_BANNER&block=storyline_menu_recirc&action=click&pgtype=LegacyCollection&variant=1_BlueLink&is_new=false
https://www.wsj.com/articles/casino-guests-face-extended-stay-in-macau-as-chinas-covid-19-lockdowns-spread-11655811045
https://www.ft.com/content/d1d5f596-d8af-4fcf-a01a-25b9fec8e245
https://www.ft.com/content/d1d5f596-d8af-4fcf-a01a-25b9fec8e245
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3182347/chinas-coronavirus-controls-top-concern-european-firms-who?utm_medium=email&utm_source=cm&utm_campaign=enlz-today_international&utm_content=20220620&tpcc=enlz-today_international&UUID=4c6366e3-f0b7-4916-867f-108f3c76009e&next_article_id=3182366&article_id_list=3182338,3182364,3182347,3182366,3182356,3182087,3182345,3182249&tc=11&CMCampaignID=b60a45b87a5b8dc1d7d09d3d0a578445
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3182347/chinas-coronavirus-controls-top-concern-european-firms-who?utm_medium=email&utm_source=cm&utm_campaign=enlz-today_international&utm_content=20220620&tpcc=enlz-today_international&UUID=4c6366e3-f0b7-4916-867f-108f3c76009e&next_article_id=3182366&article_id_list=3182338,3182364,3182347,3182366,3182356,3182087,3182345,3182249&tc=11&CMCampaignID=b60a45b87a5b8dc1d7d09d3d0a578445
https://www.scmp.com/economy/china-economy/article/3182347/chinas-coronavirus-controls-top-concern-european-firms-who?utm_medium=email&utm_source=cm&utm_campaign=enlz-today_international&utm_content=20220620&tpcc=enlz-today_international&UUID=4c6366e3-f0b7-4916-867f-108f3c76009e&next_article_id=3182366&article_id_list=3182338,3182364,3182347,3182366,3182356,3182087,3182345,3182249&tc=11&CMCampaignID=b60a45b87a5b8dc1d7d09d3d0a578445
https://www.ismworld.org/supply-management-news-and-reports/reports/ism-report-on-business/pmi/may/
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The chart above shows the six-month moving average of the Chicago FRB National Activity 

Index.  

 

The table below lists the economic releases and/or Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day. 

 

 
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis. The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below. Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators. The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important. We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change. Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market. Red 

indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are following 

closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions. We will add a 

paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 
 

EST Indicator Expected Prior Rating

10:00 Existing Home Sales m/m May 5.40m 5.61m ***

10:00 Existing Home Sales m/m May -3.7% -2.4% **

EST Speaker or Event

11:00 Thomas Barkin Interviewed During NABE Event President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond

12:00 Loretta Mester Speaks at Women in Leadership Event President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland

15:30 Thomas Barkin Speaks in Richmond President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond

Economic Releases

Federal Reserve

District or Position
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Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis. Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above. We will add a paragraph below if a 

certain move merits further explanation. 
 

  
 

Commodity Markets 

 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 

 

Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan Tokyo Condominiums for Sale y/y May -4.3% 16.1% * Equity bearish, bond bullish

New Zealand Westpac Consumer Confidence q/q 2Q 78.7 92.1 *** Equity bearish, bond bearish

South Korea Exports 20 Days y/y Jun -3.4% 24.1% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Imports 20 Days y/y Jun 21.1% 37.8% ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Trade Balance 20 Days m/m Jun -$7642.0m -$4827.0m ** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

Eurozone ECB Current Account SA m/m Apr -5.8b -1.6b ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Italy Current Account Balance m/m Apr -2190m -1025m ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

UK CBI Trends Total Orders m/m Jun 18 26 21 ** Equity and bond neutral

CBI Trends Selling Prices m/m Jun 58 75 75 ** Equity bearish, bond bearish

Switzerland Swiss Watch Exports y/y May 13.6% 7.3% * Equity and bond neutral

Money Supply M3 y/y May 0.1% -0.1% * Equity and bond neutral

AMERICAS

Canada Retail Sales m/m Apr 0.9% 0.0% 0.8% ** Equity and bond neutral

Retail Sales Ex Auto m/m Apr 1.3% 2.4% 0.6% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Mexico Aggregate Supply and Demand q/q 1Q 3.0% 3.0% 3.6% ** Equity and bond neutral

Fixed Income Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 210 206 4 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 155 157 -2 Up

TED spread (bps) 55 49 6 Widening

U.S. Sibor/OIS spread (bps) 197 195 2 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 205 202 3 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 3.27 3.23 0.04 Up

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -18 -17 -1 Neutral

Currencies Direction

Dollar Down Up

Euro Up Down

Yen Down Down

Pound Up Down

Franc Up Down
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Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts currently call for warmer-than-normal temperatures for most of 

the country, and cooler-than-normal temperatures in New Mexico.  Wetter-than-normal 

conditions are expected in the Southwest and on the East Coast, with dry conditions expected in 

the central Rocky Mountain region, the Mississippi Valley, and the Midwest. 

 

Separately, we note the Atlantic hurricane season has now begun.  The season runs from June 1 

to November 30, although storms typically don’t peak until mid-September.  There is no cyclone 

activity expected within the next 48 hours. 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $115.86 $114.13 1.52% Demand Optimism

WTI $111.85 $109.56 2.09%

Natural Gas $6.72 $6.94 -3.23% Outage at LNG export facility boosting domestic supply.

Crack Spread $61.48 $59.27 3.72%

12-mo strip crack $43.30 $42.36 2.21%

Ethanol rack $3.01 $3.01 -0.01%

Metals

Gold $1,838.15 $1,838.74 -0.03%

Silver $21.74 $21.75 -0.04%

Copper contract $406.25 $402.95 0.82%

Grains

Corn contract $714.75 $731.00 -2.22%

Wheat contract $1,039.00 $1,046.75 -0.74%

Soybeans contract $1,516.25 $1,537.50 -1.38%

Shipping

Baltic Dry Freight 2,596            2,578            18

Energy Markets
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 6/17/2022 close) 
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Utilities
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(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return. Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 6/17/2022 close) 

 

-40% -20% 0% 20% 40%

Growth
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US Corporate Bond
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Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily. The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

June 16, 2022 
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P/E as of 6/15/2022 = 19.5x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 19.5x, down 0.2x from last week.  Falling index 

values led to the decline in the multiple. 
 

 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q3, Q4 and Q1) and one estimate (Q2). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process? 
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


